
LockerCase
Handy storage box, suitable as an

hotdesking case

The LockerCase is a personal storage box for office
accessories that ensures hotdeskers always have their

office items to hand.

With the help of the LockerCase you make a clean desk policy
possible and every flex worker can work efficiently and comfortably.

The trend of flexible workplaces is increasing over time, which makes it
important that the workplace is left tidy for the next person who wants to work
at that desk.

It is important that the weight of your bag does not exceed approximately 10%
of your bodyweight. Leave papers and accessories in a LockerCase to use them
again the next day.

In addition, a clean desk ensures focus. The more efficiently your things are
stored, the less distracted you are. You also prevent sensitive information from
being exposed to the public.

LockerCase - hotdesking case

The LockerCase is a personal storage box for office accessories that ensures

hotdeskers always have their office items to hand. This allows them to hotdesk

very efficiently and comfortably. The integrated grip adapts to the shape of the

user's hand and therefore ensures the best carrying comfort. The LockerCase

has space for a mini-archive inside. In addition, it has three upper compartments

with universal dividers for office accessories such as pens, paper clips, etc.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.co.uk/laptop-bags/lockercase/


Benefits of the Lockercase

Sustainable material
The LockerCase is made of aluminium. This
makes it ultra light, yet very strong.

Protective
You prevent sensitive information from being
exposed and exposed. In addition, the
LockerCase fits into virtually any locker.

Practical
The LockerCase has a useful grip for the best
carrying comfort, with no risk of your items
falling out.

Spacious
Create a tidy workspace easily with the aid of
the LockerCase. No need to worry about your
items being all over the place anymore.

Ideal
The Lockercase is the ideal solution for
hotdeskers. You always have your personal
documents and items to hand.

Convenient
Your documents and materials are easy to keep
clean. In addition, they also remain dry and
dust-free.

Specifications

Width 240 mm

Height 100 mm

Depth 410 mm

Weight 1.4 kg

Product code: BNELCASEBS (Black-Silver version)

BNELCASES (Silver version)

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
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Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOrKM0CG7pU

